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What is the
link between
the three
images?

•

What do you
know about
the Tudors
already?

• https://ww
w.youtube.c
om/watch?v
=ORBUUyK
baPk

A Level Course
Component 1: Breadth Study
The Tudors: England 1485-1603
LESSON OBJECTIVES:

INTRODUCE COURSE/ EXPECTATIONS
STYLE OF EXAM QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW OF TOPICS

Introduction/ overview
 Exam style.

 Core books.
 Overview of topics.

Part one: consolidation of the Tudor Dynasty: England, 1485–1547
Henry VII, 1485–1509
 Henry Tudor’s consolidation of power: character and aims; establishing the






Tudor dynasty
Government: councils, parliament, justice, royal finance, domestic policies
Relationships with Scotland and other foreign powers; securing the
succession; marriage alliances
Society: churchmen, nobles and commoners; regional division; social
discontent and rebellions
Economic development: trade, exploration, prosperity and depression
Religion; humanism; arts and learning

Henry VIII, 1509–1547
 Henry VIII: character and aims; addressing Henry VII’s legacy
 Government: Crown and Parliament, ministers, domestic policies including the
establishment of Royal Supremacy
 Relationships with Scotland and other foreign powers; securing the
succession
 Society: elites and commoners; regional issues and the social impact of
religious upheaval; rebellion
 Economic development: trade, exploration, prosperity and depression
 Religion: renaissance ideas; reform of the Church; continuity and change by
1547

 Part two: England: turmoil and triumph, 1547–1603

Instability and consolidation: 'the Mid-Tudor Crisis', 1547–1563
 Edward VI, Somerset and Northumberland; royal authority; problems

of succession; relations with foreign powers

 The social impact of religious and economic changes under Edward VI;

rebellion; intellectual developments; humanist and religious thought

 Mary I and her ministers; royal authority; problems of succession;

relations with foreign powers

 The social impact of religious and economic changes under Mary I;

rebellion; intellectual developments; humanist and religious thought

 Elizabeth I: character and aims; consolidation of power, including the

Act of Settlement and relations with foreign powers

 The impact of economic, social and religious developments in the early

years of Elizabeth's rule

 The Triumph of Elizabeth, 1563–1603

 Elizabethan government: court, ministers and parliament;

factional rivalries

 Foreign affairs: issues of succession; Mary, Queen of Scots;

relations with Spain

 Society: continuity and change; problems in the regions; social

discontent and rebellions

 Economic development: trade, exploration and colonisation;

prosperity and depression

 Religious developments, change and continuity; the English

renaissance and ‘the Golden Age’ of art, literature and music

 The last years of Elizabeth: the state of England politically,

economically, religiously and socially by 1603

 Exam Questions
 If compulsory source question is based on Henry VII

or Henry VIII,

 The optional 3 (of which 2 questions must be done) will

be made up from
 1 essay on Henry VII and or Henry VIII
 Or
 1 essay overlapping Henry VIII and Edward/ Mary/
Elizabeth
 Then 2 questions on Edward- Elizabeth.

 You will be set questions expecting you to draw from

roughly 20 years of content.

 Exam Questions
 If compulsory source question is based on Edward,

Mary or Elizabeth,

 The optional 3 (of which 2 questions must be done) will

be made up from
 1 essay on Edward/ Mary/ Elizabeth
 Or
 1 essay overlapping Henry VIII and Edward/ Mary/
Elizabeth
 Then 2 questions on Henry VII- Henry VIII.

 You will be set questions expecting you to draw from

roughly 20 years of content.

Year 13 Exams
• Tudors AQA 1C (breadth study). Full A level exam = 40%

• European paper (Depth Study) = 40%
• Historical Investigation (European Content) = 20%.

Expectations in Year 12
 Do the reading.
 Work hard and

participate in lessons.

 Ask questions, offer

answers.

 Meet deadlines.
 Enjoy the year.

Henry VII 1485-1509
 Politics/ Individuals: Henry Tudor’s consolidation of







power: character and aims; establishing the Tudor dynasty
Political: Government: councils, parliament, justice, royal
finance, domestic policies
Foreign Policy: Relationships with Scotland and other
foreign powers; securing the succession; marriage
alliances.
Society and Rebellions: churchmen, nobles and commoners;
regional division; social discontent and rebellions
Economic development: trade, exploration, prosperity and
depression
Religion; humanism; arts and learning

Structure of Society in the reign of Henry VII

OVERALL OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENT GROUPS IN TUDOR SOCIETY
C.
EXPLAIN REASONS SOCIETY CHANGED .
B.
EVALUATE HOW MUCH SOCIETY HAD CHANGED BETWEEN
1485-1509.
A/A*

Research task Society during the reign of Henry
VII
Using pgs 33-38 AQA
For Nobility, Gentry, Churchmen and Commoners;
Create a mind map, pp, fact file that;
Describes the roles of people within the social group. D.
(including differences between people within the same
group).
 Explains how this had changed prior to or during the
Tudor reign and why. C. (if applicable)
 Evaluates how valuable the group is to Tudor society, and
how much of a threat it may pose. A/A*





 Evaluates how much society appears to have changed

during The Tudor Reign and what the main sources/
reasons for change have been so far. A/A*

Research on Nobility pre and during the reign of
Henry VII
 Using pgs 58-65 Rogerson, 34-35 AQA.

 Where were the blocs of noble power pre 1483?
 What was the threat posed by the nobility before

1485?
 Create a list of notable nobles in Henry’s government
pg65. e.g. Sir William Stanley, who helped Henry at the
Battle of Bosworth, made Lord Chamberlain.
 And research on nobles, what methods did Henry VII
use to control the Nobility.
 Overall how successfully would you expect these
methods to be?

Family Tree/ Stability of Dynasty

Henry VII Overview
 Using the summary of Henry VII’s reign on

Rogerson pg 7;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QhG
Gg1Ikzzw

 Identify the problems Henry faced,
 Identify key individuals during his reign.

Background to Henry VII

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

DESCRIBE HENRY’S BACKGROUND AND CHARACTER
C
EXPLAIN HOW HENRY ASCENDED TO THE THRONE.
B.
EVALUATE WHAT HENRY’S AIMS WERE, AND THE
PROBLEMS HE FACED.
A/A*

Henry VII Facebook Profile 1457-1509
 Using the information on pg 12, of Henry

VII by R.Turvey and C.Rogers, from Birth in
1457 tag Henry in the main LIFE EVENTS
during his life, in chronological order. (died
1509). D.
 Using the Early life section on pg 13,19,20
and the Views of Polydore Vergil in
Rogerson pg 8, what do we know ABOUT his
upbringing and character? (About me
 War of the
section). C.
Roses;
 1459-64
 Status from Henry,Where did Henry’s claim  1469-71
to the throne come from? Rogerson pg 17 C.  1483-87
 Comment on status, How strong was it? C.
pg 321 answer to q 5.

Wars of the Roses/ Battle of
Bosworth
 Create a Mind Map, your mind map must be

colourful and identify the following.

 War of

the Roses;
 1459-64
 1469-71
 1483-87

 The long and short term causes of the Wars of the

Roses. D/C. Pg12 rogerson

 Define Feudalism and Bastard Feudalism. C. pg 13
 Identify which Henry VII would apply to.D.

 Summarise the three stages of the Wars of the

Roses in 140 characters or less per section. C. pg 15
 Describe how Henry VII. won and some of the
reasons Richard III lost. C/B.

Homework
 Read pgs 17-25 from Henry VII by R.Turvery and C.

Rogers.

 Focus questions,

 What were the main reasons Henry won at Bosworth?
 What has been said of Henry’s character, his qualities,

what manner of king is he considered to have been?
 Identify ways in which Henry sought to secure his
throne, and how it was challenged/ threatened in the
first few years after his victory.

Securing the Throne

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY THE PROBLEMS FACING HENRY
C.
EXPLAIN HOW HENRY ADDRESSED THESE.
B.
EVALUATE HOW SUCCESSFULLY HENRY HAD SECURED
THE THRONE INITIALLY.
A/A*

99 Problems and the throne was one.
 Bullet point how the following problems affected

Henry, Political, religious, economic, long, short term,
 Strength of claim, legitimacy, opposition, support. C.
 Prioritise the list of aims Henry would have had on
ascending to the throne. C/B.
 Create a rough Timeline on the decisions made by

Henry immediately following his ascension up to 1489
using pgs 27-29, and pg 35. C.

 Considering the threats read about and the actions

taken, evaluate how successfully Henry had secured
the throne by 1489. B/A.

Henry’s
Actions

1486

Exam Style Question.
 “The consolidation of royal authority in the years 1485

to 1489, was due to how Henry rewarded his
supporters.”

 Assess the validity of this view.

[25 marks]

 Rewards

 How dealt with opposition

 Character

 Foreign policy/ marriage

 Succession/ dynasty

Early political opposition.
 As you can see,

Henry VII’s
throne and the
fledgling Tudor
Dynasty were
consistently under
threat during
Henry’s reign.

 This opposition to Henry is classed as political. That is,

opponents who wished to usurp Henry in much the same
way Henry had usurped Richard III.

Establishing the Tudor Dynasty

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY THE POLITICAL OPPOSITION HENRY FACED
C.
EXPLAIN HOW HENRY ADDRESSED THESE.
B.
EVALUATE HOW SUCCESSFULLY HENRY HAD SECURED
THE DYNASTY IN THE SHORT TERM INITIALLY.
A/A*

Early
political
opposition.
Lovell
Rebellion
1486
 PgsTurvey 22-23, 46-48

Rogerson,4-7 AQA.

 Who were Francis

Viscount Lovell and
Humphrey Stafford?
 Describe how the
rebellion started,
developed, and ended.

 How successfully had Henry

dealt with the rebellion? What
had been the outcome? C/B.
 What were the main reasons for
the rebellion? B.
 How much of a threat had the
rebellion been to Henry? A/A*

Early political opposition.

 Rogerson pg 47,
 Identify the beginnings

of the Lambert Simnel
Rebellion in 1486. D.
 Who was he? Who did he
pretend to be? Who
initially supported him?
Why? D.
 How did the plot develop
in 1487? (Ireland,
mercenaries)C.
 How did Henry Act? How
did the rebellion end? C.

 What were the outcomes? How

much of a threat had the rebellion
been to Henry?B- A/A*
 What were the main reasons for
the rebellion? B.
 How successfully had Henry dealt
with the threat? A/A*

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zR9ZVVogg1Y&list=PLCpYM0jg1d5MQDio7LV3St
Whc1tFGQ1NQ 14 mins in Perkin Warbeck.

Warbeck’s Threat during the reign of Henry VII
 Using pgs 6-7 AQA

 For Perkin Warbeck,

 Pg 49 Rogerson, highlight the countries Warbeck was









offered shelter/ support from.
Map of Europe.
Timeline of Warbeck’s progress
Annotate where Warbeck was and when during
Henry’s reign.
Who does this mean he was getting support from?
Pg 8 aqa, table for Simnel and Warbeck complete.
Who posed the greater threat?

Warbeck’s Threat during the reign of Henry VII
 Using pgs 6-7, 38-42 AQA
 For Perkin Warbeck,
 For, Ireland, Burgandy, Scotland.
 How much of a threat had Warbeck posed in being

Harboured by each of these countries. (Consider
threats from abroad, increased decreased?) A/A*.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zR9ZVVogg1Y&list=PLCpYM0jg1d5MQDio7LV3St
Whc1tFGQ1NQ 14 mins in Perkin Warbeck.

Compare
 Compare the similarities and

Lovell
Rebellio
n 1486

Simnell
Rebellio
n 148687

Warbeck
14911499

differences between the
three challengers to the
throne.
 What motivated them and
their supporters?
 What were their aims?
 What actions did they take?
 What was Henry’s response?
 What was their outcome?
Which was most significant threat? Why?... A/A*
Overall how serious was the political threat to Henry VII
and the Tudor Dynasty? A/A*

Established the Tudor Dynasty?

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY THE AREAS OF STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS IN THE
TUDOR DYNASTY BY 1549
C.
EXPLAIN HOW ACADEMIC HISTORIANS HAVE CONSIDERED
HENRY’S EARLY ACTIONS.
B.
EVALUATE HOW SUCCESSFULLY HAD HENRY VII
ESTABLISHED A TUDOR DYNASTY BY 1549?
A/A*

Did Henry successfully establish the Tudor
Dynasty by 1487?
 In your group create a mind







map that argues Henry VII
had/ hadn’t successfully
established the Tudor Dynasty
by 1487.
Present evidence in
chronological order.
Include facts.
Explain how they support your
argument.
Include historian’s view that
supports your side.

Yes

No

Overall having presented both sides what is your opinion?
Had Henry VII successfully established the Tudor Dynasty
by 1487? Explain your answer. A/A*

Homework
 Read chapter 3, pgs 40-64 from Henry VII by

R.Turvery and C. Rogers.

 Focus questions,

 Make notes on the different branches of government

and their practices, roles, key individuals.
 Nobility. Local Government, Central Government,
Regional Government, Parliament. The Practice of
Retaining.
 What were Henry’s actions?

Government under Henry VII

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY THE ASPECTS OF TUDOR GOVERNMENT
C.
EXPLAIN HOW HENRY USED GOVERNMENT AND ACTIONS
TAKEN.
B.

EVALUATE THE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES, JUDGE
WHICH WAS MORE SIGNIFICANT.
A/A*

Henry VII’s Tudor Government
 Rogerson pg 31, Turvey pg 52-63, AQA pg 9,

 Create cards to put in a flow diagram to represent the

different branches of the government in Tudor
England. What were their roles? C.
 The King, The Royal Household, The Privy Chamber, The
Court, The Privy Council, Parliament, Justices of the
peace, The Groom of the stool.
 How does one influence the other? What are the links?
B.
 Create a list of notable nobles in Henry’s government
e.g. Sir William Stanley, who helped Henry at the Battle
of Bosworth, made Lord Chamberlain. C. pg 65.

Henry VII’s Tudor Government
 Using Turvey and Rogerson pgs 60-62,
 And research on nobles, what methods did Henry

VII use to control the Nobility. C

 From the evidence how effective were these

methods? B

 Judge what you think the most significant method

of control was. A

Henry VII’s Parliament
 AQA pg 13 Rogerson pg 33 Murphy pg 63-64

http://www.parliament.uk/education/teaching-resources-lesson-plans/howparliament-works-60-secs/
 http://www.parliament.uk/education/teaching-resources-lesson-plans/a-briefhistory-of-representation-60-secs/

 Write a short statement about how parliament is used

today, and what you know about it.D.

 How was parliament used during the reign of Henry

VII? How often did it meet? What was its main
purpose? C/B.

 How important was Parliament and its role in Henry

VII’s government? Explain your answer. A/A*

Henry VII’s Parliament
 H/wk
 Due Friday 14/10/2016 (950th anniversary of Battle

of Hastings)

 Finish explaining methods available to control

nobility

 Finish questions on Parliament.

Henry VII’s Justice
 AQA pg 14-15. Rogerson 34. Murphy pg 60-61
 Define Justice. D.

 How did Henry VII use the judicial system to

implement justice in his kingdom? C/B.

 How effective does this appear to have been from

what you know so far? B/A.

Central gov
 Turvey
 Define central. D.

 How did Henry VII use the central system of

government to maintain control in his kingdom? C/B.

 How effective does this appear to have been from

what you know so far? Who did it help to control?
B/A.

Central gov/ Councils
 Turvey
 How did Henry VII use the king’s council, and other

councils system of government to maintain control
in his kingdom? (Including wales, Ireland etc). C/B.

 How effective does this appear to have been from

what you know so far? Who did it help to control?
B/A.

Henry VII’s government
 H/wk
 Due Tuesday 01/11/2016
 Complete mind maps on local, central and regional

government.
 What was it? How used? How helped maintain
control?
 How effective?

Henry VII’s Tudor Government
 Rogerson pg 32-34 Murphy pgs 58-60. 62-64. Turvey

pg 52-63

 1485-1509.Two columns. All branches of government.
 What had changed in how Henry used his government

between the beginning and end of his reign? A/A*

 What were the key changes? Explain your reasons.

A/A*

 How successfully had Henry reformed the government

by 1509? A/A*

Henry VII’s Tudor Government
 Rogerson pg 32-4, pg 60-63, and your notes from the

reading. Murphy pgs 58-60. 62-64.

 From your group discussions, for the different sections

of government you will need to create a mind map,

 How had Henry used the section of government to

extend/ consolidate control? C.

 From the presentations complete grid on pg 32 but to

compare in your own notes how they were used and if
this extended (made changes) or consolidated (kept
status quo) control. B.

Henry VII’s Tudor Government
 With reference to these extracts and your understanding of

the historical context, which of these three extracts
provides the more convincing interpretation of the
significance of changes made to government during the
reign of Henry VII? [30 marks]
Rogerson pg 76-77 Chrimes and Guy. AQA pg 9 W.
MacCaffrey
 Henry’s changes
 Henry’s rule
 Henry’s control
 Henry’s role in gov
 Success of Henry’s government and his role in it

Henry VII’s Tudor Government
 What does each extract argue? Point by point, is this

historically accurate? (own knowledge, evidence).
 How convincing is each argument? How does/ doesn’t

evidence support it?
 Overall conclusion, which is the most convincing (has

most evidence to support it) extract and why is the
other less convincing?

 L5: Answers will display a good understanding of the interpretations given in the extracts.

They will evaluate the extracts thoroughly in order to provide a well-substantiated judgement
on which offers the more convincing interpretation. The response demonstrates a very good
understanding of context. 21-25
 L4: Answers will display a good understanding of the interpretations given in the extracts.

There will be sufficient comment to provide a supported conclusion as to which offers the
more convincing interpretation. However, not all comments will be well-substantiated, and
judgements may be limited. The response demonstrates a good understanding of context.
16-20
 L3: The answer will show a reasonable understanding of the interpretations given in the

extracts. Comments as to which offers the more convincing interpretation will be partial
and/or thinly supported. The response demonstrates an understanding of context. 11-15
 L2: The answer will show some partial understanding of the interpretations given in the

extracts. There will be some undeveloped comment in relation to the question. The response
demonstrates some understanding of context. 6-10
 L1: The answer will show a little understanding of the interpretations given in the extracts.

There will be only unsupported, vague or generalist comment in relation to the question. The
response demonstrates limited understanding of context. 1-5 Nothing worthy of credit.

Homework
 Read chapter 4, pgs 69-84 from Henry VII by R.Turvey and C.

Rogers.

 Focus questions,

 Make notes on the different revenues, expenditures, concerns

and sections of government, individuals responsible for finance.

 What Henry’s actions/ policies were?
 What affected these? E.g. foreign policy, rewarding supporters,

putting down rebellions.

 How has Henry’s financial record been interpreted?
 Evaluate how successful Henry’s policy has been?

Finances under Henry VII

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY THE CROWN’S REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
C.
EXPLAIN HOW HENRY MANAGED FINANCES.
B.
EVALUATE THE ACCURACY OF THE INTERPRETATION OF
HENRY REGARDING FINANCE.
A/A*

Finance under Henry VII
 Rogerson pg 67-74. pg 15-17 AQA pgs 69-84 from










Henry VII by R.Turvey
What were the Crown’s revenue sources? D
Explain how these generated income. C
How much is estimated the crown earned from
different sources? D
What were the most important sources of income? B
Did finances help security? B/A
What impact could finances have on government? A
How did Henry manage finances? Successful? A/A*

Finance under Henry VII
 Rogerson pg 67-74. pg 15-17 AQA pgs 69-84 from

Henry VII by R.Turvey
 Historian’s views;
 What opinions have historians traditionally
expressed about Henry and finances? B
 Which would you argue is more accurate? A/A*

Foreign
Policy
under
Henry VII
YOU WILL BE AWARE
OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE AT IT’S PEAK
I N T H E 1 9 TH C E N T U R Y
AND THE INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION,
BUT WHAT DO YOU
THINK ENGLAND’S
POSITION IN EUROPE
WAS IN THE LATE
1 5 TH C E N T U R Y ?
DISCUSS YOUR IDEAS

Foreign Policy under Henry VII

OVERALL OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY HENRY’S MAIN AIMS AND KEY EVENTS
C.
EXPLAIN HENRY’S POLICIES AND REACTIONS TO EVENTS.
B.
EVALUATE HOW SUCCESSFULLY HENRY ACHIEVED THESE
AIMS WITH REFERENCE TO HISTORIAN’S VIEWS.
A/A*

 Rogerson pg 52-56. pg 21-31 AQA pgs 108-125 from Henry

VII by R.Turvey
 Identify the main states in Europe, their leaders, power,
their relationship with England, and their importance to
Henry’s foreign policy.
Name of
Country

France
Burgundy

Netherlands
Holy Roman
Empire
Hanseatic
League

Spain
Scotland
Ireland
Other Countries

Leader Power Relationship
with England

Importance to Henry
VII’s Foreign Policy

Name of
Country

Leader

Power

Relationshi
p with
England

Importance

France

Charles VIII

Most powerful

Traditional
enemy

Threat

Burgundy

Maximilian

Link

Marg enemy

Trade/Threat

Netherlands

Maximilian I/
Phillip

Link

Trade
growing

Trade

Holy Roman
Empire

Maximilian I

Rising power

Harboured
Pretenders

Threat

Hanseatic
League

Coalition
German
Provinces

Trading not very

Henry would
chip away at

Trade

Spain

Ferdinand and
Isabella Spain

Growing

Would be
come allies

Ally

Scotland

James IV

Traditional auld
alliance with France,
enemy but had feudal
overlordship. Weak.

Would settle
peace

Threat

Ireland

“Henry”Earl of Not great but staging
Kildare
platform for invasion

Technical
overlordship

Threat

 Rogerson pg 52-56. pg 21-31 AQA pgs 108-125 from Henry

VII by R.Turvey
 Identify the main changes in the relationship between Henry
and the states/ leaders below in during his reign. Treaties/
events that affected this, with ☺ :-I 
Name of
Country
France

Burgundy
Netherlands
Holy Roman
Empire
Hanseatic
League
Spain
Scotland
Ireland
Other Countries

Relationship
with England
at start

Changes during reign

 Rogerson pg 52-56. pg 21-31 AQA pgs 108-125 R.Turvey

 Which factors dictated Henry’s relationship with which

foreign powers; the need for international recognition or
security? Use the previous table and AQA to decide. B/A.
Name of
Country
France

Burgundy
Netherlands

Holy Roman
Empire
Hanseatic
League
Spain

Scotland
Ireland
Other
Countries

Relationship
with England

Recognition
or security?

Other
factors?

Evidence

 Rogerson pg 52-56. pg 21-31 AQA pgs 108-125 R.Turvey
 Which countries appear to be most important to Henry

considering his objectives? A. Explain why.
Name of
Country
France

Burgundy
Netherlands

Holy Roman
Empire
Hanseatic
League
Spain

Scotland
Ireland
Other Countries

How important 110

Reasons why and
evidence

 Rogerson pg 52-56. pg 21-31 AQA pgs 108-125 from Henry

VII by R.Turvey
 Breton (Brittany Crisis)
Name of
Countries
and key
individuals
involved

Their
relatio
nship
to each
other

Aims Events How
Outc
Henry omes
reacted

How successfully
had Henry VII’s first
foreign policy
challenge been dealt
with?

Foreign Policy under Henry VII

OVERALL OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY THE EVENTS OF THE 4 MAIN CRISES
C.
EXPLAIN HENRY’S OPTIONS.
B.
EVALUATE THE BEST OPTION AND HOW SUCCESSFULLY
HENRY HAD DEALT WITH EACH CRISIS.
A/A*

Foreign Policy under Henry VII
pgs 108-125 R.Turvey
 Recap, What were Henry’s 3 aims?
 Create a mind map of each of the crises that faced
Henry; Brittany, Italian Wars, Castilian Succession,
and Scotland.
 Rogerson pg 40-45.

 1.Describe Background, what was it? D.

 2.Identify What were Henry’s options? D/C.
 3.Explain How did Henry respond? C/B.

 4.Judge how successfully you think Henry

addressed these problems. A/A*. (given his aims)

Foreign Policy under Henry VII
 pgs 108-125 R.Turvey
 Identify if events fell in to categories affecting

National Security, Trade, Dynasty. C.

 Which were most significant? Explain Why. B.
 Judge how well you think Henry addressed foreign

policy concerns during his reign. A/A*.

Foreign Policy under Henry VII
 Marriage treaties and succession
 Aqa activity pg 30. Rogerson pg 54.

Foreign Policy under Henry VII
 Having made your group mind maps develop a fact

file of the key events and points (evidence) that
have informed your judgement for your section,
to also be photocopied for the group.

Foreign Policy 25 Marker
We will go through the two sources, annotate them
as we do and discuss points, before in pairs analysing
their key points yourself.
For each source in the planning sheet, then;
 Identify the main points of the author and the
events they refer to. C.
 Evidence you could use to weigh up and argue for/
against the source being accurate/ convincing. B.
 Judgement on the source, how accurate/ convincing
is it? E-A*.
 Overall which is the most convincing and why? E-A*.

Foreign Policy 25 Marker
H/WK Complete the question for Next Lesson.
Read the chapter from Susan Doran one of the
sources is from regarding Henry VII;
What evidence has she used as examples to inform
her opinion?

Do you agree with her? What other evidence could
you consider to further support, or counter her
points?

Rebellions in the reign of Henry VII

OVERALL OBJECTIVES:
C
DESCRIBE THE EVENTS OF THE REBELLIONS
C.
EXPLAIN THE CAUSES.
B.
EVALUATE THE OUTCOMES AND HOW SIGNIFICANT AN
IMPACT OR THREAT THEY WERE.
A/A*

Rebellions during the reign of Henry VII
 What factors could cause a rebellion during this

period in History, who might be involved/ start/
lead it?

 What does the source on pg 40 suggest the main

reasons for rebellion 1497 were?

Rebellions during the reign of Henry VII
 Using pgs 39-42 AQA, Rogerson 34-35, Turvey 30-32

For Yorkshire Rebellion;

 Explain what caused the rebellion. C. (Main Cause?)
 Describe what happened D.
 Identify the main outcomes. B (Most significant

impact?)

 Evaluate how significant a threat this was(aims/

outcomes/ location/ who’s involved/ How effectively
dealt with threat?)

 How much if any impact or change they made. A/A*

Rebellions during the reign of Henry VII
 Using pgs 39-42 AQA, Rogerson 34-35, Turvey 30-32, For

Cornish Rebellion;

 Explain what caused the rebellion. C. (Main Cause?)
 Describe what happened D.
 Identify the main outcomes. B (Main outcome?)
 Evaluate how significant a threat this was(aims/

outcomes/ location/ who’s involved/ How effectively dealt
with threat?)
 How much if any impact or change they made. A/A*
 Compare the similarities and differences

Rebellions during the reign of Henry VII
 AQA pg 42 Q2.
 In pairs create arguments for a different side to

each other.

 Share notes to provide balanced analysis in your

notes.

Economic development in the reign of Henry
VII

OVERALL OBJECTIVES:
C
IDENTIFY FOREIGN FACTORS AFFECTING TRADE
C.
EXPLAIN WHAT ENGLAND TRADES WITH WHO AND HOW.
B.
EVALUATE THE IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF
TRADE TO THE ECONOMY.
A/A*

Economic development during the reign of Henry
VII
 AQA pg 45 48. Turvey pg 89-104. Dawson photocopy. Rogerson pg 52-53.
 What does England trade and with whom? C.
 What acts were put into place? What did they do? How did they affect our

relationship with other countries? (e.g. navigation acts)

 Reviewing your notes on foreign policy and using pg 47/48 AQA. Identify the

treaties affecting trade in chronological order during Henry’s reign and explain
what they did and with whom? C.

 What would their effect on trade and the economy be? Positive/ negative? Why?

B. What was their effect on foreign policy? Did it protect England even if it was
negative? Or did it aggravate foreign powers?

 Why does England trade especially with France (Calais) and Burgundy (via

Antwerp)? C.

 How important was the cloth trade to England’s economy in comparison to other

forms of trade? Why? B.

Economic development during the reign of Henry
VII
 H/WK Due Friday 09/12. Read pgs 124-133

 Notes
 Trade Treaties – what? Who with? How

affected trade? F.P.?

 Who traded with and what/ how changed/

affected F.P.?

 Exploration – Henry’s role? What happened?

How significant? Potential to be?

Economic development during the reign of Henry
VII
 AQA pg 45 48. Turvey pg 89-104. Dawson

photocopy. Rogerson pg 52-53.
 What were the examples of early British
exploration? Led by Who? Who supported?
Where from? What were the aims?
 How successful was early exploration?
 Why did it decline after Henry VII?
 How important was exploration to the Tudor
economy?

Economic development during the reign of Henry
VII
 AQA pg 45 48. Turvey pg 89-104. Dawson

photocopy. Rogerson pg 52-53.
 Domestic economy; main industries and their
locations?
 How did agrarian, pastoral and open field
husbandry work? (What were they?)
 What dominated the domestic economy?
 How did this change during Henry’s reign?

Economic development during the reign of Henry
VII
 AQA pg 45 48. Turvey pg 89-104. Dawson

photocopy. Rogerson pg 52-53.
 Overall what changes were there if any to the
English economy?
 How stable was the economy during Henry’s
reign?
 What factors usually threatened economic
stability?
 How important was the economy and trade to
Henry VII? Why?

Test
 How far was Henry VII’s foreign policy a success?

[25 marks]

 (what were his foreign policy aims?)
 Areas it was- why/ why not? How significant was

success? (achieved aims?)

 Areas it wasn’t why/ why not? How limited was

success? (achieved aims?)

 Overall how far (much) was it successful?

Test
 How successful was Henry VII in securing the throne

during his reign? [25 marks]

 (Aims, trade, rebellions, pretenders, F.P. society/

nobility government, marriages/ succession etc?)

 Areas it was- why/ why not? How significant was

success? (achieved aims?)

 Areas it wasn’t why/ why not? How limited was

success? (achieved aims?)

 Overall how far (much) was it successful?

Religion in the reign of Henry VII
OVERALL OBJECTIVES:
C
I D E N T I F Y P L A C E O F R E L I G I O N I N L A T E 1 5 TH C E N T U R Y
ENGLISH SOCIETY
C.
EXPLAIN THE ROLE AND INFLUENCE OF THE CHURCH IN
SOCIAL LIFE.
B.
EVALUATE THE INFLUENCE OF HUMANISM ON THE ARTS AND
LEARNING IN ENGLAND.
A/A*

KEY QUESTIONS:
HOW FAR DID INTELLECTUAL AND RELIGIOUS IDEAS
CHANGE AND WITH WHAT EFFECTS?
HOW DID INTELLECTUAL IDEAS CHANGE AND DEVELOP
AND WITH WHAT EFFECTS?

Religion in the reign of Henry VII
 AQA pg 51-61.
 Using extract 1, What does Duffy say about the

strength of the faith (belief) and its ritual
(practice/ services) in Tudor society/ life?

Religion in Henry VII’s reign

AQA pg 51-61. Create a poster to help other A level students learn about the
church during Henry’s reign.
 1. How the church

functioned pg 51-52
 What were the key
religious beliefs and
services pg 53/54
 The Church’s role in
society. Pg 54.

• 5. How was the Church
challenged and criticised
On what beliefs did they
base their criticism?
• By whom?
• What was the strength
of criticism and of these
groups?

• 2. What religious
orders existed in
Tudor society? What
roles did they play?
What was their
strength.
• 3. Why based on
your notes so far,
religion played such
a major role in
people’s lives in the
15th Century?

• 4. A List of reasons which help to
explain the popularity of the late
medieval church in England.

Religion in the reign of Henry VII
 AQA pg 57.
 Produce a short profile on the following key






www.johnguy.co.uk
humanists;
www.history.ac.uk
www.activehistory.co.uk
John Colet
www.bbc.co.uk/history
Erasmus
www.tudoerplace.com
www.bbc.co.uk/history
Thomas More
www.wikipedia.com
Who were they? What were their ideas? What
did they do? What were their criticisms of
religion in Tudor society?

Religion in the reign of Henry VII
 AQA pg 51-61. Photocopied resources.
 Using the key word list: Complete your own definitions for

the terms/ identify the main role played by individuals.

 Complete the grid sheet, which appear to have been

successful or unsuccessful aspects of Henry’s relationship
with the church?

 Using the double sided photocopy, for each source

summarise what it suggests about the strengths and
weaknesses of the church in the early 1500s.

 Answer question 2. Comparing sources (exam technique).

Religion in the reign of Henry VII






AQA pg 58-61.
For each main category;
identify the impact of religion and humanism,
and whether or not there was any change
/ how significant this was.

 Evaluate the overall impact of new ideas on arts and education.
 Summary Activity pg 60. Overall assess the significance of

church and religion to different groups in terms of authority
over them and impact.

 Overall what was the state of the church, strength/ influence

by the end of the reign of Henry VII?

Religion in the reign of Henry VII
 AQA pg 51-61.
 In pairs

Discuss the following;
 Why based on your notes so far, religion played
such a major role in people’s lives in the 15th
Century?

Then write,
 A List of reasons which help to explain the
popularity of the late medieval church in England.

Religion in the reign of Henry VII
 AQA pg 51-61.
 What religious orders existed in Tudor society?

What roles did they play? What was their
strength.

 How was the Church challenged and criticised On

what beliefs did they base their criticism?
 By whom?
 What was the strength of criticism and of these
groups?

Starter
 ‘The Lollards were a considerable threat to the

Church during Henry VII’s reign’.
 Do you agree? Explain your answer.
 Pg 56 AQA

Learning Objectives
 To identify what education, drama, music, art

and architecture was like during Henry VII’s
reign.
 To analyse whether these were mostly
influenced by the Church or Humanist beliefs.
 To evaluate the strength of the Church during
Henry VII’s reign.
 Pg 58-60 aqa

Main activity
 Read pages 58-60.

 Fill in the table for each category. Make notes

on the aspects which link to traditional views
(linked to the Church) and aspects which
show a change in beliefs (Humanist or
secular)

 Extension- ‘The Church had a strong influence

on art and culture during the reign of Henry
VII’. Do you agree? Explain your answer using
specific evidence.

Traditional

53 new grammars
Song schools, reading
schools, elementary. Latin,
scholarstic philosophy

John Colet, St Pauls,
Magdalene College School
Oxford,

Plays, church ale festivals, mystery
plays, feasts of chorpus christi,
festive occasions, church, guilds,
corporations, moral messages.
Saints days, churches, cathedrals,
“renaissance” choir polyphonic
choral (still religious). Secular
songs for entertainment

Gothic perpendicular churches,
cathedrals, Caxton Printing press
1478, Chaucer’s tales, traditional
medieval, chivalric, saints.

By 1509 humanist ideas began to
emerge, colet, erasmus, more,
caxton became unfashionable.

 How much change was there in education,

drama, music and art/architecture?
 Was it a significant change?

 Extension- ‘The Church had a strong influence

on art and culture during the reign of Henry
VII’. Do you agree? Explain your answer using
specific evidence.

‘The Church had a strong influence on art and
culture during the reign of Henry VII’.

 Thumbs up for ‘agree’
 Thumbs down for ‘disagree’

 ‘The Church in England in Henry VII’s reign

was riddled with abuses’.
 Explain why you agree or disagree with this
view.
 Use information from this lesson and your

previous lessons on religion in Henry VII’s
reign to answer the question.

 ‘The Church in England in Henry VII’s reign

was riddled with abuses’.
 Thumbs up for agree
 Thumbs down for disagree

Review of the reign of Henry VII

 Foreign policy finance religion

society government

 Events/ features/ aspects?

 Impact on reign e.g. security,

dynasty, trade
 Positive? Negative?
 Areas of success/ failure?

 How links to other areas e.g.

finance to foreign policy

Review of the reign of Henry VII

 Based on the last terms work produce a scatter graph to plot

change during the reign within different categories. This
should; reflect how significant the change was, if this was
positive or negative, how this changed across the three main
sections of Henry’s reign, and a line of best fit to consider
overall change.

 Having plotted the

graph. For each
period, judge the most
significant change and
explain why with
examples.

 Overall Judge how

significant the change
during Henry VII’s
reign was.

 What were the

biggest causes of
change?

 ‘Despite the need to secure his dynasty, it was the

desire to expand England’s overseas trade that
underpinned Henry VII’s foreign policy.’
Assess the validity of this view.
25 marks.
Due Friday 03/02/17

Reign of Henry VIII
1509-1547
 Portrait from late

1530s.



What do you
think this portrait
is intended to
suggest about
Henry VIII?

 What differences

might you expect
in the character
of Henry VIII
compared to his
father based on
their portraits?

Henry VIII Problems/ Opportunities

OBJECTIVES:
IDENTIFY HENRY VIII’S PERSONAL TRAITS AND
CHARACTERISTICS
C.
EXPLAIN THE PROBLEMS LEFT TO HENRY BY HIS FATHER.
B.
EVALUATE THE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE TO HENRY VIII
ON ASCENDING TO THE THRONE.
A/A*

Henry VIII Problems/ Opportunities
 Using AQA pgs 63-69
 Read extract 1 pg 63.

What does it tell you
about problems and
opportunities available
to Henry VIII, and
about his personality?

 Do the same analysis

for extract 2, and
source 1,

 Overall across pgs 64-68 up

to “later aims”.
In categories. Foreign Policy,
dynasty, economy, religion,
politics/ government.
 What were the main

problems for Henry and
options available to him?

 What were the main aims of

Henry VIII? How do these
compare with Henry VII’s?

Henry VIII vs Henry VII
 Using AQA pgs 67: Recap main aims.
 How did Henry’s aims develop in marriage, re establishing the

nobility pg67, foreign policy, pg 68,

 Considering later developments pg 68/69, what judgements are

made on Henry’s character? How do these affect policies/
decisions? Are these viewed as positive or negative?

 Complete your own version of summary chart comparing 1485 to

1521.

 How much change or continuity has there been in each category

and what evidence would you use to support this?

Henry VIII’s Government

OBJECTIVES:
IDENTIFY THE MECHANISMS OF GOVERNMENT UNDER
HENRY VIII, GROUPS, KEY INDIVIDUALS/ INSTITUTIONS
C.
EXPLAIN THE PROCESS TO ROYAL SUPREMACY.
B.
EVALUATE THE IMPORTANCE OF KEY INDIVIDUALS AND
THEIR INFLUENCE ON POLICIES.
A/A*

Henry’s Government
 Read extract 1 pg 71: what was Henry’s attitude/

involvement in the running of government? What does
conciliar mean? What reasons does it suggest as to why
certain ministers such as Wolsey to rise to prominence as
chief ministers?
 Pg 71-75
 What was the role of parliament in this period up to 1529?
Consider the significance of parliaments in table 1 pg 72,
what were its main purposes in the first half of Henry’s
reign?
 How did Henry’s approach to government conflict with the

royal council?

 Why did a chief minister become the best option?
 How did the role of parliament change under Henry’s two

chief ministers, Wolsey and Cromwell?

 Why did conciliar style of government end after 1514?
 Why did Wolsey rise in the King’s esteem?

Sections of
government to
define with
their roles and
changes during
reign: pg 72-74
 Parliament

 Royal Council

 Privy Chamber
 Court of

Chancery
 Court of Star
Chamber
 Finance

Henry’s Government
 Wolsey use the murphy timeline

 https://www.you

 Draw a mood timeline reflecting Wolsey’s

 https://www.you

tube.com/watch?
v=CFcsey77Ztw

rise and fall, in what years and over which
events did he rise, peak, and decline in

favour?

tube.com/watch?
v=F_S2zlR4wlM

Compare these
two modern
interpretations
of Wolsey to the
information
gathered so far.
 Why do you
think he has
been portrayed
in this way?

Henry’s Government
 Rogerson pg 98-99, Murphy pg 79-82.Wolsey:
 https://www.you
 What reasons can be found for Wolsey’s rise from tube.com/watch?
v=CFcsey77Ztw
such low station?

 What comments are made about the nature of

Wolsey’s continued rise? E.g. issues surrounding
council, courtiers, Wolsey’s abilities, faction.

 https://www.you

tube.com/watch?
v=F_S2zlR4wlM

 Compare these

two modern
interpretations
of Wolsey to the
information
 Pg90-108, 98-99: What were Wolsey’s main
gathered so far.
contributions in government and domestic policy?
 Why do you
(Finance, religion, government: court,
think he has
parliament etc,social, F.P.)
been portrayed
in this way?
 How successful was he? How Was? How Wasn’t?
 How did he come into conflict? What reasons were
 Create a mind map for Wolsey.

there for his downfall?

Preparations for Divorce

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

TO DESCRIBE THE STEPS TAKEN TO PREPARE
FOR DIVORCE. LEVEL 2.
TO EXPLAIN WHY THE PROCESS WAS NOT
EASY OR EFFICIENT. LEVEL 3.
TO EVALUATE HOW FAR WOLSEY’S
PREPARATIONS WERE SUCCESSFUL. LEVEL 4.

Preparations for “divorce”
 Using the Rogerson Grid.

The 2 photocopies from
chapters;

 Create a timeline

identifying and describing
the steps taken to prepare
for divorce.

 Explain what difficulties

arose.

 How far by 1529 had

Wolsey been successful?

The King’s Great Matter

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
T O D E F I N E D I V O R C E I N T H E C O N T E X T O F 1 6 TH
CENTURY ENGLAND. LEVEL 2.
TO EXPLAIN ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST
DIVORCE AND REASONS WHY HENRY’S
MARRIAGE TO CATHERINE POSED HIM
PROBLEMS. LEVEL 3.
TO EVALUATE WHAT WAS THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT FACTOR IN HENRY’S DECISION
TO DIVORCE CATHERINE OF ARAGORN? LEVEL
4.

The King’s Great Matter
 Rogerson pg 106-107, Murphy pg 99-102, AQA






75-80.
What were the main arguments for and against
annulment?
What were the issues in Europe at the time and
involving the pope, Charles V? How might this
affect the annulment?
What was Wolsey’s role?
How far was he successful?

 What were the reasons for the fall of Wolsey?

(Boleyn Faction, Failed Amicable Grant, Failed
Annulment, Henry’s ruthlessness?).

The King’s Great Matter
 Rogerson pg 106-107,

Murphy pg 99-102, AQA
75-77.

Marriage, Succession.
against
God’s will.

Anne
Boleyn.

Most

Factor

 Explain for each factor,

the reason Henry wanted
to annul the marriage to
Catherine of Aragorn.

 Prioritise, evaluate which

was most important.

Significant

King’s Great Matter
With reference to these extracts and your understanding of the
historical context, which of these two extracts provides the
more convincing interpretation of the reasons Henry VIII
sought an annulment of his marriage to Catherine of Aragon?
[25 marks]
Anne Boleyn
Succession
Religion.
L5: Answers will display a good understanding of the interpretations
given in the extracts. They will evaluate the extracts thoroughly in
order to provide a well-substantiated judgement on which offers the
more convincing interpretation. The response demonstrates a very
good understanding of context. 21-25

Profiles on Key Individuals

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY KEY POINTS OF WOLSEY AND MORE’S
CAREERS. OFFICES ETC. PERSONALITIES, BELIEFS,
METHODS.
C
EXPLAIN WHY THEY WERE EACH REMOVED FROM
OFFICE (FAILINGS AND OPPOSITION TO HENRY). B
EVALUATE HOW SIGNIFICANT OPPOSITION TO HENRY,
REFORMATION, SUPREMACY, MARRIAGE WAS IN THIS
PERIOD.
A

Minister

Details; offices
held,
personalities,
religious beliefs,
methods.

Reasons removed
from power

Opposed/
failed Henry?
Significance of
opposition/
failure?

Profiles on Wolsey and More

Wolsey
More

• Using pg 130-133 Rogerson, pg 103-109 Murphy,
pg 172-3 Dawson, and pg 58-62 Old AQA book, 73-77 New
AQA.
• 1. Complete the table above for Wolsey and More.
• 2. Explain why else Henry’s reformation was opposed and by who
• 3. Evaluate how significant opposition was to Henry’s
reformation. (Marriage, supremacy, etc).
• 4. What have historians said about this, Wolsey, More and
opposition?
• 5. Write a begging letter from More and Catherine to Henry
from their points of view opposing his marriage to Anne Boleyn.

Religious Conservatives… the Aragonese
Faction and Acts of Reformation.
LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY THE NAMES OF ACTS AND YEARS THEY WERE
INTRODUCED.
C
EXPLAIN WHAT CHANGES THEY MADE TO RELIGIOUS
AUTHORITY IN ENGLAND. B
EVALUATE HOW EFFECTIVE THE ACTS PASSED IN EACH
YEAR 1532-35.
A

Year/Act

What it was

How this effected religious
authority

Main issues

How
significant in
achieving
royal
supremacy?

• Complete a grid like the one above;
• What were the acts? What did they do? How did they change who
had authority and over what areas in the church institution?
• How far/ how significant was each act, how much authority did it
give to the crown? How significant in achieving royal supremacy.
• Identify historians views.
• Overall how much had authority changed? How much had doctrine
change? (beliefs of church in England e.g. sacraments?)

Break From Rome
There was drastic change affecting all aspects of religion in the
years 1529-1547. Assess the validity of this view. [25 marks]
Doctrine
Structure
Institutions

Was there a Tudor Revolution in
Government 1535-41?

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN G.R. ELTON’S THESIS.
C/B
EXPLAIN THE CHANGES IN GOVERNMENT CROMWELL
BROUGHT ABOUT. B
EVALUATE WHETHER THESE CONSTITUTED A
REVOLUTION IN GOVERNMENT.
A

How did Henry’s Government Operate?
• Using pg 95, 96. Rogerson.

• Explain how Henry’s government was run. The roles of, the Court, Privy
Council, Privy Chamber and how the Dry Stamp was used, the role of
faction and patronage in Henry’s government.

Elton’s Thesis
• Using pg 168-70. Murphy. 100-102 Randell.
• Explain what Elton’s thesis was, what did he say England changed from
and to?

• What did he argue constituted a revolution in government in Tudor
era?

Was there a Revolution in Government?
• Pgs 189 – 200 Dawson, Pg 98 Rogerson, 168-70. Murphy, 102-111, Randall.

In groups of 4, split the research between pairs and answer the
following;
1)Sovereignty, Privy Council, Finance.
2) Parliament, Bureaucracy, Administration,
• What were the changes made in different areas of government?
• How different were these from previous systems/ changes?
• Did this constitute a revolution in government?

• What have historians said on the issue?
• What is your opinion?

Was there a revolution in government?

 Question/ cookie time

Was there a Revolution in Government?
• Speed dating! #History#!

• You and other pairs will now summarise for each other your findings on
the topics studied rotating between number groups of topics
different to your own, and then the same 1), or 2).
• Your task will be to note down key points from the other group’s
presentation to help with the second part of your paired task.
• 2. Take what you have learnt/ added, apply to your original notes and
the complete the same tasks for the opposite number grouped topics.

Was there a Revolution in Government?
• Pgs 189 – 200 Dawson, Pg 98 Rogerson, 168-70. Murphy, 102-111, Randall.
We will go through some of the key points, any questions regarding content.

Then;

What have Historian’s argued? Randall, Chapter, Murphy chapter.
Historian’s name. Summary of their argument. Quote to support this
(what Murphy or Randall have paraphrased if not available).
Then split by name Historians, for, against, middle view.
Your own evaluation using evidence what do you think?

Example essay. Was there a revolution? What level would the answer
get?

Was there a Revolution in Government?
There’s only one way to find out… Fiiiigh…Debate!
Class split into two, arguing there was, or there wasn’t.
Must use evidence, historian’s views, and own analysis. Everyone will need
to put forward a point.

Mr Murray will decide the winner.
The prize. Getting to be smug, and a heartfelt well done.

Fall of Cromwell
• Pgs 110-115 AQA.

•

Create a list of events where Cromwell had suggested what his own
religious beliefs were (Include dissolution, Bishop’s book etc). Also
events where he had failed Henry, when he had achieved for Henry. C.

•

1Judge how successful a minister Cromwell had been for Henry VIII.
B/A. 2Who did he serve better, himself or the king?
3Compare to Wolsey, successes v failures and who served
themselves/ king more?

•
•

Describe the events leading to Cromwell’s fall, explain what part the
conservative faction, Cromwell’s own religious beliefs, the John
Lambert case, six articles and Henry’s own ruthlessness each played
in Cromwell’s downfall. B.

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL3e_IHxy0U

Henry’s later years 1541-47
• Key focus points;

• Religion
• Foreign Policy

• Court Faction (conservatives vs reformists)
• Succession
• Lesson aims: Identify which members were at the centre of the two
factions. C Explain their objectives. B.
• Identify events that reflect the rise and fall of the 2 factions 41-47.
C. Explain why at different points one factions appeared to gain
superiority over the other. B.
• Evaluate by 1547 which faction can be argued to have won.

Henry’s later years 1541-47
• Create a timeline identifying key events in Henry’s later years, religion,
foreign policy, marriage, succession, government.

• Identify with each event, which faction, conservatives or reformers
appear to be favoured/ in ascendency.
• Which faction appears to have won by Henry’s death?
• What were the main reasons for this?
• How did faction in later years affect the quality of government?
• Identify events that reflect the rise and fall of the 2 factions 41-47.
C. Explain why at different points one factions appeared to gain
superiority over the other. B.
• Evaluate by 1547 which faction can be argued to have won.

Review of Government
• 1509-1547

• How did government change?
• Conciliar? Ministers? System of government? Faction?

• How significant were the changes by 1547?
• Summary task pg 95 your AQA

Foreign policy 1509-1547

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY EVENTS, COUNTRIES INVOLVED.
C
EXPLAIN CHANGES . B
EVALUATE EFFECT OF CHANGES ON
FOREIGN POLICY AND HOW SUCCESSFUL
HENRY WAS IN ACHIEVING HIS AIMS/ THE
SUCCESSION.
A

Foreign Policy
• In groups of 4: Each choose time period.
•

1509-14.

1514-26.

1527-1540.

1540-47.

•

For each time period, create a mind map that covers, France,
Scotland, Holy Roman Empire, Spain, relations with the papacy, the
developments in the Hapsburg – Valois wars.

• Key events.
• How impacted Henry’s domestic policies (succession, annulment, break
from Rome, marriages).
• Were they pursuing Henry or Wolsey’s/ Cromwell’s/ nobility’s aims?
• How far were these successful?
•

Once completed, compare each others chronologically, what links can
be made, changes, impacts, knock on effects?

Review of Foreign Policy
• 1509-1547

• How did foreign relations change with different countries in this time
period?
• How far were Henry’s aims achieved?
• How different were Henry VIII’s aims different to his father’s?

• How much did foreign policy, England’s standing in Europe, change
during the reign of Henry VIII.
• What were the short and long term impacts of Henry’s foreign policy?
• How did foreign policy affect the succession? Which events secured/
threatened the succession? How far was this secure by 1547?

Foreign Policy 25 marker
• “Henry VIII’s foreign policy was a complete
success.”
• Explain why you agree or disagree with this view.
Aims? Were they achieved? To what extent?
Examples of success
Examples of failure
Debate the extent to which these can be
considered successes or failures
• Conclude as to whether you agree or disagree.
•
•
•
•

Society 1509-1547

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY DIFFERENT SOCIAL GROUPS AND
KEY INDIVIDUALS.
C
EXPLAIN THEIR ROLES. B

EVALUATE HOW FAR THIS CHANGED
DURING THE REIGN OF HENRY VIII.
A

Society
• AQA pg 97-99. For Nobility, Gentry, and the Commons.
• What sub groups existed within each social group? E.g. peers/
bourgeoisie.
• What were their roles in society?
• What examples of key individuals are there/ what happened to them?
• What change occurred affecting the social group during Henry VIII’s
reign?
• How significant was this change?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Issues: Key Q How did Henry maintain his control of outlying
areas?
Wales?
The English Palatines?
The Anglo Welsh Border?
The Anglo Scottish Border?
The North?

Economic development 1509-1547

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY HOW DIFFERENT FACTORS
AFFECTED TUDOR ECONOMY.
C
EXPLAIN HOW SOCIETY AND THE ECONOMY
CHANGED DURING THIS PERIOD AND THE
EFFECTS. B
EVALUATE THE EXTENT OF PROSPERITY
AND DEPRESSION DURING THE REIGN.
A

Economic Development
• Pg 109-113
•
•
•
•
•

What was the importance of trade to the English economy?
How did exploration contribute to the economy?
What evidence is there of prosperity, and depression?
How did English society change in the areas listed?
What were the effects of this change?

• What evidence is there of change/ development in the following
areas?
• Trade, Exploration, Prosperity and Depression, Impact of Enclosure,
Population.

Analysis of Trade
• Pg 109-113
•
•
•
•
•

How did trade develop under Cromwell?
How did this compare to the rest of the reign?
What was the role of trade treaties in foreign policy?
How far were trade developments motivated by trade itself as
opposed to; a)foreign policy objectives, b) securing the succession?
How far was change/ reform designed to improve the overall economy
itself? How important were other factors in influencing change?

Religion 1509-1547

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

RECAP: IDENTIFY ROLE OF THE CHURCH
1529. ALSO THE IDEAS OF LUTHERANISM
AND CALVINISM, NEW IDEAS.
C
EXPLAIN HOW CHURCH WAS CHANGED AND
HOW BY 1547. B
EVALUATE THE IMPACTS OF THESE
CHANGES ON THE CHURCH, STATE, SOCIETY
AND CROWN.
A

Religion 1509-1547
• Recap: Influence of the church in daily life? What was humanism?
What were the ideas of Lollardy….lol (Lots of Love for History).
• Murphy 132-139 rogerson 112,113.
•

What were the ideas of Martin Luther? John Calvin? How much
influence did these ideas appear to have had in England?

•

What criticisms were their of the Church?

•

Recap: Key Acts and their impact on the Church itself by 1535?

Dissolution of the Monasteries 1536-41 and
consequences
• Using Rogerson pgs 117,118, 120-122.

• Create a timeline starting in 1533 (Rogerson) and ending 1541,
identifying the process and events of the dissolution of the
monasteries. What happened? C.
• Also, explain the causes, personal motives, financial and
religious for the dissolutions. B

• Using AQA pg 87-92, Rogerson, 122, Evaluate what was the
impact of the dissolutions? For the church, society, culture? A.

Pilgrimage of Grace 1536
Mind map the facts!
• Identify how the rebellion started (Lincolnshire uprising, events, who
was involved at what point? Aims? Conclusion of rising).
• Identify how the Pilgrimage of Grace started.
• Identify aims of the rebels at the start and as the rebellion developed.
• Who was involved and at what point?
Compare in a grid!
• Similarities and differences to Lincolnshire uprising?
Judgement!
• How important were the following causes of the risings, economic,
religious, social, government/ political factors? All played a part.

• How did the rising end? What does this tell us about the strength/
weakness of Henry’s government? Henry’s own character? Reactions to
religious change and where these were strongest? Why?
• How much of a threat did it pose? How well dealt with was it?

Rebellions under Henry VII and Henry VIII
First: Look at the impact of the dissolution of the monasteries on society.
Were certain social groups affected more than others? Which groups
benefitted?
Continuity and Change.
• What are the similarities and differences between the rebellions
during the reign of Henry VII and Henry VIII
•
•
•
•
•

Causes?
Groups involved?
Aims?
Government response?
Impacts/ consequences?

Reform of the Church by 1547
Continuity and Change. AQA pg 117-122 Rogerson pg 117-118
• 1535-47. How did, worship, and custom, change?
• What were some of the impacts of change? E.g. social unrest, new
religious ideas, divisions within the church, changes to the
government, nobility etc.
•

What was Cromwell’s role in the reform of the Church by 1547?
Consider despite his death, the lasting or knock on effects of changes
implemented under him/ by him.

•

Compare in a grid, Wolsey vs Cromwell, what were their main actions
affecting religion?

•

Evaluate, who had the greater impact on religious reform by 1547,
Cromwell, or Wolsey? Explain your answer.

Dissolution of the Monasteries 1536-41 and
consequences
• Using AQA pgs (64-90, whole topic) This lesson: 64-70
(Motives), 71-76, (events),
• And Rogerson pgs 117,118, 120-122.

• Create a timeline starting in 1533 (Rogerson) and ending 1541,
identifying the process and events of the dissolution of the
monasteries. What happened? C.
• Also, explain the causes, personal motives, financial and
religious for the dissolutions. B
• Using AQA pg 87-92, Rogerson, 122, Evaluate what was the
impact of the dissolutions? For the church, society, culture? A.

Reign of Henry VIII 1509-1547

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

RECAP: IDENTIFY KEY EVENTS FROM
DIFFERENT CATEGORIES ASSESSED.
C
EXPLAIN WHAT HAS CHANGED AND WHAT
HAS STAYED THE SAME. B

EVALUATE THE IMPACTS OF DIFFERENT
MINISTERS, GROUPS, THE KING AND
CHANGES IMPLEMENTED
A

Reign of Henry VIII 1509-1547

Henry’s aims in 1509 through to 1547, recurring, long term/ short term?
Key events 1509-1547?
Significant examples of change?
Of continuity?
Examples of the influence of Henry’s chief ministers?
Religion?
Economy?
Government?
Foreign Policy?

Dynasty?
Society? Rich richer, man or houses, wine. poor poorer, inflation,
wages didn’t match. Nobility under more control, executions, but still a
threat earl of surrey
How far had Henry’s reign been one of change?
How far did Henry achieve his aims? (include how far Henry or his

Reign of Henry VIII 1509-1547
“By 1547 Henry VIII had failed to live up to the promise of the early years
of his reign”. Assess the validity of this view.
• Consider, Early years
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure financial inheritance estimated at £300,000 to £1.5 million. (Enabled Henry to
pursue aims)
Successful marriage to a European princess. (Establish his status amongst European
monarchs through marriage).
Successfully managed foreign policy campaign by 1516, but at the cost of much of his
inheritance. (Establish himself as a warrior king through success in battle/ less financial
security, need to tax to fund a continued aggressive policy, aggravate commons and some
nobles. Destroyed Henry VII’s peaceful F.P. of 1509, how militarily successful?)
Birth of Mary Tudor 1516 with the potential for further heirs hopefully a male. (securing
the succession).
Promoted interests of Wolsey who outmanoeuvred the nobility, Execution of Buckingham
1521, (restoration of nobility not achieved divisions and factions at court). By 1521
diplomatically England in a prominent position in Europe.
.
By 1547, further successful military campaigns that achieved little and cost much.
Avoided invasion from Catholic crusade, England relatively secure but how prominent?
Divisions amongst the nobility and factions at court, but threats dealt with.
Divisions in the church and challenges to sovereign authority all ultimately dealt with.
Erastian church, state controls, successfully maintained break with Rome.
Secure succession for male heir Edward VI, despite religious and political divisions. Nobles
tied to Tudor dynasty and maintaining break with Rome as invested in monastic lands sold.
Financial insecurity, debased coinage, start of inflation.

Divorce in 16th Century England
 Read pgs 99-102

G.R.Elton’s England
Under the Tudors.
 Define divorce in the

context of Tudor
times….this is a trick
question.

Reasons proposed for Divorce
 Use table from pg 106-

107 The Early Tudors
textbook by David
Rogerson.

 Which motives from

the chart seem the
most significant in
Henry’s decision?

Against
God’s Will.
Anne Boleyn

 Can you identify any

turning points?

Succession

Vote

http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=MD11QIZFIEc

 Which was the most

significant factor
affecting Henry’s
decision to divorce
Catherine of Aragorn
and why?

Against
God’s Will.

Succession

Anne Boleyn

12 marker
 Explain the reasons

Henry VIII sought to
end his marriage to
Catherine of Aragon.

 Precise detail I

evidence e.g. Leviticus.

 Extension Begin to create

a profile on Wolsey.
 Background/ upbringing
 Role in government

 Names of individuals.

 Successes/ failures.

 Reasons fully explained.

 Reason for rejection by

Henry.

Definitions Test
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Chantry
•
Monastery
Transubstantiation
Clergy
•
Laity
Sacrament
Ecclesiastical
•
Purgatory

Chantry- Place where monks/ priests paid to pray
for souls of dead.

Monastery: Religious house for monks. Helped
local poor and educated some.
Transubstantiation: Belief of wine and bread,
blood and body of Christ during mass. Catholic.
Clergy: Members of the religious community,
priests, bishops monks etc.

Laity: Non religious persons e.g. public, not
ordained.
• Sacrament. 7 sacraments in Catholicism. E.g.
Communion.
•

• Ecclesiastical: Religious organisation.
• Purgatory: Between heaven and hell. Souls atone
for sins before entering heaven.

State of Church in England On Eve of
Reformation 1529

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY PRACTICES OF THE CHURCH
CRITICISED.
C
EXPLAIN WHAT HISTORIAN’S VIEWS SAY
ABOUT THE CHURCH. B
EVALUATE HOW SIGNIFICANT CRITICISM OF
THE CHURCH WAS.
A

Cases and Criticisms
• Using pg 18-21 AQA and pg 112-115

• Identify Practices and cases that brought criticism to the
church and clergy.
• Describe the cases and criticisms.

• Using Rogerson, pg 113. Sub Heading, Historian’s name,
Summarise points made, and a quote to reflect this. Explain if
historian is arguing the state of the church was weak or secure.
• Using evidence from the first task and historian’s views. Write
a balanced PEE paragraph that evaluates what the state of the
church in England was on the eve of the reformation.

State of Church in England On Eve of
Reformation 1529:
Religious Reformers
LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS REFORM
GROUPS.
C
EXPLAIN WHAT CHALLENGE THEY POSED
THE CHURCH. B

EVALUATE HOW POPULAR THEY WERE/ HOW
SIGNIFICANT A THREAT THEY WERE TO THE
STATE OF THE CHURCH.
A

Reformers
• Using AQA pgs 26-36:

• Identify the different religious groups, e.g. Humanism/
Lollardy. As well as key supporters of each.
• Describe their beliefs

• Explain what challenge they made to Catholicism and the church
• Judge how popular were they and overall what threat religious
reformers posed to the church in England.
• How far were these the main criticisms of the church by 1529?

Religious Beliefs
reformer
/ group

How this
challenged
Catholicism

Main issues

How
popular?
Evidence?

How
much of a
threat to
the
church?

• Complete a grid like the one above;

• Prioritise the groups in order of significance in your grid.
• Which posed the biggest threat? Made the biggest criticism?
Was the biggest group? E.g. Doctrine vs practice? Popularity?

• Explain the reasons for this.
• Identify historians views.
• Overall how much of a threat was posed?

Religious Conservatives… the Aragonese
Faction 24 marker and Acts of
Reformation.
LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY WHAT RELIGIOUS CONSERVATIVES AND THE
ARAGONESE FACTIONS WANTED/ WHO THEY WERE.
C
EXPLAIN WHAT CHALLENGE THEY POSED REFORMERS. B

EVALUATE HOW SIGNIFICANT THE CHALLENGE TO THE
CHURCH WAS.
A

Dissolution of the Monasteries 153340

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY IN A TIMELINE THE PROCESS OF THE
DISSOLUTION
C
EXPLAIN THE MAIN REASONS FOR THE DISSOLUTION. B

EVALUATE WHAT THE IMPACT OF THE DISSOLUTIONS
WERE.
A

Dissolutions and consequences
• Using AQA pgs (64-90, whole topic) This lesson: 64-70
(Motives), 71-76, (events),
• And Rogerson pgs 117,118, 120-122.

• Create a timeline starting in 1533 (Rogerson) and ending 1540,
identifying the process and events of the dissolution of the
monasteries. What happened. C.
• Also, explain the causes, personal motives, financial and
religious for the dissolutions. B
• Using AQA pg 87-92, Rogerson, 122, Evaluate what was the
impact of the dissolutions? For the church, society, culture? A.

Historian’s attitudes to topics so far.

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY DIFFERENT HISTORIANS AND THEIR VIEWS
ON BREAK WITH ROME, DISSOLUTION OF THE
MONASTERIES
C
EXPLAIN THEIR COMMENTS REGARDING TOPICS,
MEANING ETC. B
EVALUATE HOW CAN THESE BE USED IN RELATION TO
TOPIC, E.G. IMPORTANCE OF FACTORS, FOR/ AGAINST
ACTIONS?
A

Break and Dissolutions
• Break from Rome. AQA pgs 57, 61, 62. Rogerson pgs 107, 109,
111, 113.
• Dissolution of the Monasteries. AQA Pgs 76, 92. Rogerson pgs
123 -127.
• Divorce along with religion and power were key reasons for Henry’s
break with Rome. Historians have taken various positions on the
importance of these factors.

• Some we have looked at and have notes on, some you won’t;
•
•
•
•

Name of Historian…..
Summary of their position on factors discussed….
Quote that supports this…..
How does this affect your opinion of the area discussed?

Other opposition to Supremacy
• We looked at key individuals; AQA pg 58-61

• There were a variety of reasons, make sure you have a summary
of the political, economic and religious reasons against
supremacy. Should already have extensive notes on individuals.
• Factor
• Why opposed?
• Significance? Impact?

Uprisings, Pilgrimage of Grace 1536.

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

DESCRIBE THE UPRISINGS AND EVENTS OF 1536.
C
EXPLAIN THE MAIN REASONS FOR UPRISINGS. B
EVALUATE WHAT THE OUTCOMES WERE.
A

Uprisings and pilgrimage of Grace
• Using AQA pgs 78-87.

• Describe the process of the uprisings, what happened and when,
key individuals involved etc. C. (Lincolnshire and Pilgrimage of
Grace- 2 separate but linked events).
• Explain why there were uprisings in 1536. B.
• Evaluate the impact of the Uprisings, and were they ever a
threat to Henry? His government? Why? A.

Uprisings 1536, Pilgrimage of Grace,
Presentation
• Presentation should;

• In detail identify the events and individuals of the Pilgrimage
of Grace. Origins (what happened at the start), Main Events
(e.g. Robert Askes men marching south, government response
etc), Outcomes (what ultimately happened to the rebels/
rebellion).
• Explain the causes. (Dissolution of the monasteries, break
from Rome displeasure with Cromwell, local grievances etc).
• Evaluate how significant a threat the Pilgrimage of Grace
posed to Henry, Henry’s government, Henry’s church and
religious reforms.

AS Course So Far
• So far this year we have studied; (In chronological order).

• The state of the Church in England on the Eve of
Reformation. (Critics, supporters, reformers).
• The King’s Great Matter (Need for a divorce).
• The Break With Rome.(Causes, events, outcomes).
• The Dissolution of the Monasteries.(Motives, Events and
Impact).
• The Pilgrimage of Grace. (Causes, events, outcomes,
significance).
• Key groups and individuals, religious, Catherine of Aragon,
Thomas Wolsey, Thomas More, Thomas Cromwell.
• Historians views to help judge importance of factors.

Practicing Exam Questions
• Of the questions done this year, I have felt at times you have all been
close to getting a grade higher, but because of not quite getting the
structure of an answer right, have missed out.
• Todays lesson we will;
• Identify “Top Tips” to follow in answering questions.
• In pairs plan the key points to include in an argument/ essay
answer to a past paper question.
• Check against the indicative content and levels, where would it
roughly fit?
•

In another colour pen add in what would you need to add to
improve. Details/ Argument/ Analysis?

Looking Back Looking Ahead
Objectives

Identify key events from 1509, in foreign policy and European
relations.
Explain England and Henry’s position in Europe between 150929. Rogerson pgs 154-60 Rogerson. 77-90 Murphy.
Create a timeline of key events 1530-47. Focus on religion,
foreign policy, dynasty.
Whilst watching Henry VIII mind of a tyrant, themes, part 4.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7055c6XhoPY

Was there a Tudor Revolution in
Government 1535-41?

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN G.R. ELTON’S THESIS.
C/B
EXPLAIN THE CHANGES IN GOVERNMENT CROMWELL
BROUGHT ABOUT. B
EVALUATE WHETHER THESE CONSTITUTED A
REVOLUTION IN GOVERNMENT.
A

How did Henry’s Government Operate?
• Using pg 95, 96. Rogerson.

• Explain how Henry’s government was run. The roles of, the Court, Privy
Council, Privy Chamber and how the Dry Stamp was used, the role of
faction and patronage in Henry’s government.

Elton’s Thesis
• Using pg 168-70. Murphy. 100-102 Randell.
• Explain what Elton’s thesis was, what did he say England changed from
and to?

• What did he argue constituted a revolution in government in Tudor
era?

Was there a Revolution in Government?
• Pgs 189 – 200 Dawson, Pg 98 Rogerson, 168-70. Murphy, 102-111, Randall.

In groups of 4, split the research between pairs and answer the
following;
1)Sovereignty, Privy Council, Finance.
2) Parliament, Bureaucracy, Administration,
• What were the changes made in different areas of government?
• How different were these from previous systems/ changes?
• Did this constitute a revolution in government?

• What have historians said on the issue?
• What is your opinion?

Was there a Revolution in Government?
• Speed dating! #History#!

• You and other pairs will now summarise for each other your findings on
the topics studied rotating between number groups of topics
different to your own, and then the same 1), or 2).
• Your task will be to note down key points from the other group’s
presentation to help with the second part of your paired task.
• 2. Take what you have learnt/ added, apply to your original notes and
the complete the same tasks for the opposite number grouped topics.

Was there a Revolution in Government?
• Pgs 189 – 200 Dawson, Pg 98 Rogerson, 168-70. Murphy, 102-111, Randall.
We will go through some of the key points, any questions regarding content.

Then;

What have Historian’s argued? Randall, Chapter, Murphy chapter.
Historian’s name. Summary of their argument. Quote to support this
(what Murphy or Randall have paraphrased if not available).
Then split by name Historians, for, against, middle view.
Your own evaluation using evidence what do you think?

Example essay. Was there a revolution? What level would the answer
get?

Was there a Revolution in Government?
There’s only one way to find out… Fiiiigh…Debate!
Class split into two, arguing there was, or there wasn’t.
Must use evidence, historian’s views, and own analysis. Everyone will need
to put forward a point.

Mr Murray will decide the winner.
The prize. Getting to be smug, and a heartfelt well done.

Changes in religion 1535-41

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY CHANGES MADE TO THE CHURCH 1535 -41.
C/B
EXPLAIN WHO INFLUENCED THEM AND THE REASONS
FOR THEM. B
EVALUATE THE IMPACT THIS HAD ON DOCTRINE AND
PRACTICE.
A

How Did Religion Change between 35-41?
• Pgs 94-99 AQA. 116-118 Rogerson. Randell Chapter.

By 1535 Henry had the title and powers of Supreme Head of the Church
of England. Some believed this was permanent others that the church in
Rome and England may unite once more. Between 35 and 41 there were
several changes made to the Doctrine (beliefs) and Liturgy (practices)
of the church in England that would reveal Henry’s true doctrine.
•

Create a timeline of the key changes in this period, explaining what
they were.

•

Label the changes, Conservative (more catholic) and Reform (closer to
Protestant).

•

Explain Who influenced these changes, why were they made, e.g. were
any in response to domestic, or external events? (home or abroad?).

How Did Religion Change between 35-41?
• Pgs 94-99 AQA. 116-118 Rogerson. Randell Chapter.

•

Evaluate what was the true doctrine of Henry VIII?

•

What were Henry’s main motives behind his changes, politics, religion,
economic? Explain.

Impact of the Reformation on
Foreign Policy

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY THE POLITICAL SITUATION IN EUROPEAN
STATES DURING THIS PERIOD.
C/B
EXPLAIN WHAT THREATS THIS POSED TO HENRY AND
HOW CROMWELL SOUGHT ADDRESS THIS. B
EVALUATE HOW FAR THE CLEVES MARRIAGE WAS A
FAILURE.
A

Situation in Europe
• Pgs 108-111 AQA. Pgs 148-150 Rogerson.

•

Create a grid/ label map of Europe that identifies the key events in
individual countries; (Scotland, Ireland, Calais, France, Holy Roman
Empire, Italy) in Europe between 1530-40. Label them, political,
religious.

• Explain how these would effect English Foreign policy, e.g. threats
posed, changes in direction in relation to these countries and
England’s interests. (Use pg 108 AQA and grid from Rogerson pg 149).
•
•
•

Explain the political reasons for the Cleves marriage, how it could
benefit England. B.
Explain why politically the union became unnecessary. B.
Evaluate how far Cromwell’s policy/ the Cleves marriage was a failure.
A.

Conservative reactions against the Reformation:
The Six Articles,The role of the Conservative faction
at court and The significance of the fall of Cromwell
and of The Howard marriage.

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY THE MEMBERS OF THE CONSERVATIVE
FACTIONS AND THEIR ALLIES, ENEMIES, ROLES.
C/B
EXPLAIN WHY CROMWELL FELL FROM POWER. B

EVALUATE HOW IMPORTANT THE HOWARD MARRIAGE
WAS.
A

Conservative Faction
• AQA pgs 110-115. Rogerson pgs

•

Explain briefly, the doctrine set out by the six articles in 1539, why
was this a blow for Cromwell. B.

•

Create a list of profiles, individuals in the Conservative faction, their
roles, history. C.

•

Then make links between them, and Henry VIII, Henry’s sister Mary,
Reginald Pole, each other, and Cromwell. C/B. (Their allies/ enemies).

•

Explain why they would be set against Cromwell? B.

Fall of Cromwell
• Pgs 110-115 AQA.

•

Create a list of events where Cromwell had suggested what his own
religious beliefs were (Include dissolution, Bishop’s book etc). Also
events where he had failed Henry, when he had achieved for Henry. C.

•

Judge how successful a minister Cromwell had been for Henry VIII.
B/A.

•

Describe the events leading to Cromwell’s fall, explain what part the
conservative faction, Cromwell’s own religious beliefs, the John
Lambert case, six articles and Henry’s own ruthlessness each played
in Cromwell’s downfall. B.

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL3e_IHxy0U

Importance of the Howard Marriage
• Pgs 115-117.

•

Create a profile on Catherine Howard, life, upbringing, influences,
childhood/ teenage relationships, beliefs etc. C.

•

Explain how and why the Howard marriage was arranged. B.

• What benefit it posed and to who. B.
•
•
•
•

Describe the downfall of Catherine Howard;
Who acted against her?
Who would lose out because of her fall?
Who would benefit?

Stop! Essay Time! (Like hammer time, only more
fun!)
•

(12 mark) Explain in detail causes/ factors, link to question.
Judgement at end of the main reason.

•

(24 mark) Explain each factor, at the end of each paragraph link to
question, say why and how important it was.

•

As you go through compare to other factors, say which was more
important and less important and why linking to question.

•

Conclusion, overall judgement (should be supported by the evaluation
already included) linked to the question. E.g. do you agree disagree
with statement? Why? Main factor?.

•

REMEMBER: Evidence, historians views, your judgement, link to the
question.

Henry’s later years 1541-47
• Key focus points;

• Religion
• Foreign Policy

• Court Faction (conservatives vs reformists)
• Succession
• Lesson aims: Identify which members were at the centre of the two
factions. C Explain their objectives. B.
• Identify events that reflect the rise and fall of the 2 factions 41-47.
C. Explain why at different points one factions appeared to gain
superiority over the other. B.
• Evaluate by 1547 which faction can be argued to have won.

Henry’s later years 1541-47
• Key focus points;

• Religion
• Foreign Policy

• Court Faction (conservatives vs reformists)
• Succession
• Lesson aims: Evaluate the roles and significane of Catherine Parr and
Bishop Cranmer. What were their agendas? What was their influence
on Henry? What controversies were they involved with? What
happened/ what were the outcomes? What was their influence?

Henry’s later years 1541-47

• Key focus points;

• Religion
• Foreign Policy
• Court Faction (conservatives vs reformists)
• Succession

• Lesson aims: Identify changes in religion 1537-47 (Bishop’s book to
Regency Council) on a timeline C.
• Explain which faction appears to be supported in the change. B. Are
there any links to foreign or other domestic affairs/ key issues that
could explain these changes? Explain what they are. B.
• Evaluate how far a “reformation” had been achieved in the church in
England by 1547. A.

Henry’s later years 1541-47

• Key focus points;

• Religion
• Foreign Policy
• Court Faction (conservatives vs reformists)
• Succession

• Lesson aims: Identify changes in religion 1537-47 (Bishop’s book to
Regency Council) on a timeline C.
• Explain which faction appears to be supported in the change. B. Are
there any links to foreign or other domestic affairs/ key issues that
could explain these changes? Explain what they are. B.
• Evaluate how far a “reformation” had been achieved in the church in
England by 1547. A.

Henry’s later years 1541-47
• Key focus points;

• Religion
• Foreign Policy
• Court Faction (conservatives vs reformists)
• Succession

Lesson aims:
Identify England’s foreign policy actions, events, and outcomes in
Henry’s later years. C

Explain why Henry went to war with Scotland, and France. B.
Evaluate how far England’s foreign policy in Henry’s later years was
a success. A/ A*

War with Scotland
•

What was the Auld Alliance? What financial position was Henry in following
the dissolution of the Monasteries? What type of policy would this allow
Henry to pursue? C.

•

What was Henry’s view of England’s relationship with Scotland? What in his
eyes should it have been? What was his political and familial relationship with
James V of Scotland? What form did Henry feel it should have taken? C.

•

Explain the three points of tension between England and Scotland on the eve
of war in October 1542. B. (James V, Pilgrimage of Grace, Auld Alliance). How
did these help cause the war? B. Which was most important? A.

•

Create a timeline that documents the key points of England’s Scottish foreign
policy actions, events, and outcomes in Henry’s later years. C.

•

Overall, considering the “Skirmish at Solway Moss” November 1542, Treaty
of Greenwich July 1543, events of 1544, How far was Henry’s foreign policy
in Scotland successful. What were the main turning points?. A.

War with France
•

What were Henry’s aims in foreign policy with France? What were the
reasons he attacked? C. (conquest, political situation Hapsburg vs Valois,
claim of French pension).

•

Why was Calais important? B.

•

Create a timeline documenting events, individuals, and outcomes of the
conflict. C.

•

What were the successes of the conflict. B.

•

What were the failures. B.

•

Overall how successful was the foreign policy in France? A/A*

•

Overall how far was foreign policy in Henry’s later years an area of success?
A/A*

Henry’s later years: Succession, Religion,
Regency Council, Finances, Legacy.
Using AQA pgs 137-141.

• Linking to work done on factions, summarise the rise and fall of the two court
factions, reformist and conservative. (key events, outcomes, which faction
dominates, on which issues?). A.
• Describe and explain the reasons for the fall of the Duke of Norfolk and his
son. B.
• Explain the role of the Dry Stamp. Who controlled it? B.

• Identify the main terms of Henry’s will summarised pg 141. C.
• What were the reasons for a regency council? What would be inherited by
Edward and when? C/B.
• Evaluation, 1529-1547. How and what had changed under Henry VIII? What
stated would a success find the country in 1547, financially, religiously,
politically?

1529-47: signs of change…Legacy.
• Evaluation, 1529-1547. How and what had changed under Henry VIII? What
stated would a success find the country in 1547;

• Rinancially, what were the state’s finances in 1547? What were problems?
What were the causes? Long and Short term effects?
• Religiously, overall what, and how much had changed from 1529? Problems
were left, what might the implications of these be for future monarchs?.
• Politically? Parliament, council, how has the role of parliament changed,
government, and what are the main features of the regency council? What
might be the impact of this?

• Mind Map, 12 and 24 mark qs on 143, using recent work. Mind map
evidence and analysis.

Mary L3. Problems facing
government and Marriage.

LESSON OBJECTIVES:

IDENTIFY PROBLEMS FACING MARY’S
GOVERNMENT
C
EXPLAIN WHAT HER AGENDA WAS/ HOW
SHE WOULD DEAL WITH PROBLEMS. B
EVALUATE WHAT IMPACT HER MARRIAGE
TO PHILLIP WOULD HAVE.
A

Lesson 3 Tasks:

Problems facing government
• Rogerson Pages 277+278 Focus Route activities

Marriage to Phillip
• Rogerson pages 283+4 Focus Route activities

Essay Practice
 “The main impact of the reformation was on foreign

policy”. How far do you agree with this statement?
Explain your answer.

 Foreign policy
 Religion
 Economic

 Political

